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Warehouse fire detection
case study

Three smoke detectors commonly used in warehouses
are put to the test, with surprising results

By George Gan, Xtralis

T

he impact of warehouse fires on a business are
potentially devastating, causing not only loss
and damage to stocked goods and buildings, but
also environmental damage, business interruption
costs and sometimes negative press coverage. The
presence of large fuel loads combined with numerous
ignition sources make smoke detection in warehouses
essential to most business – but how well do smoke
detection systems actually perform in the warehouse
environment?
Warehouse environments often present a
multitude of challenges to smoke detection systems
due to factors such as large air volume, high ceiling
height, air drafts from open doors, forced air
movement for occupier comfort or leaky building
structures.
Such factors frequently lead to issues such as the
dilution of smoke as it reaches the detector and smoke
stratification, which prevents smoke from reaching
high ceiling mounted detectors. Additionally, the
common experience with conventional detection
systems is that their performance tends to deteriorate
when operating in dirty environments, which can lead
to false or missed alarms.
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Warehouse environments such as this pose serious challenges
to smoke detection.

One of the main difficulties that smoke detection
systems encounter in such environments is the ability
to detect the fire in a timely manner so that it can be
managed and controlled quickly, without unnecessary
loss and minimal disruption to business continuity.
To explore the effectiveness of smoke detection
systems in detecting smoke under these difficult
conditions, demonstrative tests were conducted
in a warehouse setting. Fire detection times were
compared for three types of detectors that are
globally used in warehouses and compliant with
international standards. The tests were scaled versions
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of tests recognised by international bodies such
as Underwriters Laboratories (UL), the European
Committee for Standardization (CEN) and Standards
Australia (AS).

How detection technologies work

The primary purpose of the tests was to illustrate the
time required to detect an incipient fire under some
typical warehouse conditions for three commonly
used detection technologies: a conventional pointtype detector, a multi-point aspirating smoke detector
and a beam detector.
Conventional point detectors passively detect
smoke particles in the immediate vicinity of the
detector often using ionisation or optical detection
methods.
In contrast, mutli-point aspirating smoke detectors
actively draw air through sampling points in a pipe
network, then analyse the sampled air for smoke in
their laser detection chamber. Multi-point aspirating
smoke detection technology is often considered to
provide early warning of fires as it measures small
concentrations of smoke during early development
stages of a fire.
The third type of detector tested was a beam
detector. This type of detector sends a beam of
infrared radiation through an open space, where
a receiver at the other end of the protected space
monitors the beam for a loss of transmittance. Beam
detection technology is often thought to be most
suitable for large open spaces.

Warehouse fire detection tests

The building chosen for the tests provided an
environment typical of warehouses used in many
businesses worldwide. The warehouse test site
measured approximately 43 metres long, 12m wide
and 8 to 8.5m high, with a ventilated ridge traversing
the length of the roof and three roller doors located
on two adjacent walls (each 6m by 5m).
Demonstrations were conducted over five sessions,
where each session was performed on separate days
and during different times of day. As expected, in
warehouses where there are low levels of thermal
insulation in the building structure, the internal
temperatures and conditions varied heavily with
changes in external conditions.
The detectors were installed at the ceiling height
(8m). To enable similar and fair comparison between
detectors, the point detectors were mounted next
to the sampling holes for the multi-point aspirating
smoke detector (7.2m apart), and the beam detector
emitter and receiver were installed 0.5m below the

ceiling level. Additionally, the system parameters for
each detector system were set to match as closely as
possible.
Each test fire was lit between the two sampling
points furthest from the multi-point aspirating
detector, which represented the worst-case scenario
for the multi-point aspirating smoke detector but
best-case scenario for activation time of the point
detectors. Before each test, the smoke detection
systems were operationally tested to ensure that they
were fully functional.
The first test included a small scale version of a
UL timber fire test, with a 1 to 2kW heat release rate.
Initially the wood underwent smouldering combustion
with the evolution of white smoke followed by flaming
combustion and minimal visible smoke.

Timber fire test (scaled UL test)

Across all sessions, the average time taken for the
multi-aspirating smoke detector to detect smoke
from the point of ignition was 197 seconds (169 to
225 seconds) for the Pre-Alarm level and 236 seconds
for a Fire Alarm (180 to 315 seconds). Point of
ignition refers to the point in time when the fire was
initiated in the fuel load through the application of a
lit match. No alarms were raised by the conventional
point or beam detectors within 10 minutes of ignition
during any of the five sessions.
The second test was a scaled version of a UL and
EN standard heptane liquid flaming fire test, with a
10 to 20kW heat release rate producing black smoke.
This was much larger than the timber fire but still
controllable.
The average time taken for the multi-point
aspirating smoke detector to detect smoke from the
point of ignition was 90 seconds for the Pre-Alarm
level (75 to 115 seconds) and 238 seconds for the Fire
Alarm (130 to 250 seconds). The conventional point
and beam detectors did not raise an alarm within 10
minutes during any of the five sessions.
The third test, conducted to AS, involved a smoke
pellet smouldering fire, which was assisted by a radiant
heater to provide constant heat release of 5 to 6kW.
The average times taken for the multi-point
aspirating smoke detector to detect smoke were
79 seconds for the Pre-Alarm level (66 to 97 seconds),
and 101 seconds for the Fire Alarm level (81 to
150 seconds). The conventional point detectors raised
an alarm in about 89 seconds (90 and 87 seconds) for
only two of the five sessions. No alarm was raised by
the beam detector in any of the sessions.
Table 1 (see page 36) summarises the results for the
different detection technologies for each type of test.
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Table 1 Summary of Results
Average detection time in seconds
and detection reliability (%)

Multi-point
aspirating
Point
Beam

Pre-alarm
Fire alarm

Timber

Heptane

Smoke pellet

197 (100%)
236 (100%)
NA
NA

90 (100%)
178 (100%)
NA
NA

79 (100%)
101 (80%)
89 (40%)
NA

NA = no activation within 10 minutes
n Indicates activation for all or most of the tests
n Indicates activation for fewer than half of the tests

Conclusions

Detecting fires early in warehouses provides the
benefit of time for investigation, manual intervention
and, if necessary, suppression. In the event of a fastgrowth fire, the advance notice provides a critical
opportunity to call for fire brigade attendance while
the fire can still be managed to avoid total loss of the
facility. This is especially important in warehouses
since the risks to the environment and the loss of
assets, premises and business continuity are quite
significant.
The results showed that the multi-point aspirating
smoke detector provided superior activation times in
all three tests. The point detector raised a fire alarm
only for the smoke pellet tests two out of five times,
while the beam detector did not raise an alarm for
any test, even when the fire was at the flaming stage.
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In each of these tests, the multi-point aspirating
system detected fire incidents in their early
developing (smouldering) stage and raised the alarm
while the fire could be controlled or extinguished. In
a real fire event, losses from a flaming fire might be
avoided altogether.
Conventional point detectors and beam detectors
failed to detect incipient fires and had a longer
activation time for larger fires within a warehouse
environment.
Warehouse environments present real performance
challenges for conventional (point and beam)
detection technologies. The higher sensitivity and
active sampling of multi-point aspirating smoke
detection systems provides reliable early warning
detection and they are highly suited to deal with the
challenges inherent in a warehouse environment.
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